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Modeling of stick-slip phenomena using molecular dynamics
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Molecular dynamics simulations are performed to investigate the atomic-scale stick-slip phenomenon of a
pyramidal diamond tip inserted into the Ag~010! surface. The mechanisms behind the stick-slip events are
investigated by considering sliding speeds between 1.0 and 5.0 ms21 and vertical support displacements of 5
and 15 Å. The analysis of the dynamic features of the substrate shows that dislocations are extrinsically linked
to the stick events, with the emission of a dislocation in the substrate region near the tip, when slip occurs after
stick. For small vertical displacements, the scratch in the substrate is not continuous because the tip can jump
over the surface when slipping, whereas at 15 Å, a continuous scratch is formed. The dynamic friction
coefficient increases from;0.13 to;0.46 with increasing depth, but the static friction coefficient increases
only from ;0.32 to;0.54. At the larger depths the tip does not come to a halt during stick as it does for
shallow indents. Instead the tip motion is more continuous with stick and slip manifested by periods of faster
and slower motion. Although the exact points of stick and slip depend on the sliding speed, the damage to the
substrate, the atomistic stick-slip mechanisms, and the friction coefficients are relatively independent of speed
over the range of values considered.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.205407 PACS number~s!: 68.35.Af, 68.35.Gy, 61.72.Bb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stick-slip is a common phenomenon; for example, it is
cause of sound generation~a violin string, a squeaking door
or the chatter of machinery!, sensory perception~taste, tex-
ture, and feel!, earthquakes, granular flow, and so on.1 In any
mechanism where the kinetic friction is less than the st
friction there will be a tendency for the motion to be inte
mittent rather than smooth. The ‘‘stick’’ is due to the high
static friction between the surfaces, and the ‘‘slip’’ due to t
lower kinetic friction during the slip itself.2 The squeaks and
grunts generated by sliding surfaces usually arise from vib
tions set up by the intermittent nature of the sliding proc
itself. Intermittent motion is a common occurrence in slidi
mechanisms and a great deal of ingenuity has been use
trying to overcome it, particularly in the operation of aut
mated machinery. Because of the adverse effects of s
slip, a number of methods are used to prevent it. These m
ods generally decrease the amplitude of the slip, or
sliding velocity during the slip, either by increased dampin
increased inertia, or by increased stiffness of the spring.3

Despite the phenomenon of stick-slip occurring over a
length scale4 its origins are still not well understood. In mac
roscopic situations, Bowden and Tabor2 attributed elastic de-
formation as a primary cause of stick-slip but it is not cle
that this will also be the case for microscale or nanosc
processes. Atomic scale stick slip in a scanning force mic
scope~SFM! was first reported by Mateet al.5 Stick slip in a
SFM can occur because the tip has to climb the potential
of the surface atoms and thus is dependent on the directio
which the tip moves. A zig-zag motion of the SFM tip ov
the surface can occur and for small sliding velocities a d
tortion of the SFM image is observed as the tip tries to ke
to the lowest energy path.6 For sliding friction, there has also
been shown to be a linear increase of the frictional force w
the log of the sliding speed until a certain speed of arou
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0.531024 ms21 is reached at which point the frictiona
force remains approximately constant.7,8 However, the simu-
lations presented here are several orders of magnitude f
and are concerned with ploughing friction and so are
directly comparable.

Because nanoscale stick-slip is an increasingly impor
phenomenon, a number of theoretical and experimental
vestigations have been carried out in recent years. Liet al.9

performed molecular dynamics~MD! simulations of sliding
friction showing that elastic deformation of the surface lay
can also be a main cause of the atomic-scale stick-slip p
nomenon. Other atomistic simulation work can be found
Refs. 10,13,14 and experimental work in, for example, R
10–12. A direct comparison between experiment and sim
lation is still not completely possible because of limitatio
between experimental time scales and system sizes and
is currently computationally possible with modern compu
tional resources. However, despite differences between
speed of the tip and and the size of the system, the sim
tions are able to capture many of the features observed
perimentally. Many MD studies of the stick-slip have be
concerned with the study of sliding friction.9,13–15However,
scratch testing is an important practical tool for the inves
gation of surface mechanical properties and in this invest
tion ploughing rather than sliding friction is considered. T
dynamics of the indenter and the substrate, including
behavior of the different forces in action, the coefficient
friction, at particular stick and slip events are studied dur
scratching of an Ag~010! surface by an atomistically define
diamond tip. The variation of sliding speed and indentat
depth and their effects on the occurrence of the stick-
events are investigated. Analysis of the local geometric c
figuration and potential energy of atoms underneath the ti
also performed to probe for any generation of subsurf
defects.
©2004 The American Physical Society07-1
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II. METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic representation of
model employed in the MD simulations. The model consi
of an indenter attached to two springs, positioned in the h
zontal~x! and vertical~y! directions. The supports attached
the springs move with a prescribed velocity. The simulat
consists of three stages, namely, the indentation of the
strate, the relaxation of the system, and then scratching o
substrate by the horizontal displacement of the supportA.

The indenter is modeled atomistically and is a 9
triangular-based pyramid constructed from a cube corner
diamond crystal with~100!, ~010!, and ~001! faces, so that
the normal to the substrate lies in the^111& direction of the
diamond lattice. It is generated with a rounded tip by tru
cating a number of atoms at the apex.16–20 The interaction
between the indenter atoms is modeled using the Bren
C-C potential.21,22 The substrate is a face–centered cu
~fcc! silver crystal and is oriented such that the~010! surface
is indented. The Ag-Ag interaction is modeled using the Ac
land embedded atom method23 potential and scratching i
parallel to thê 100& substrate direction. The interaction b
tween the indenter and the substrate atoms is modeled
purely repulsive way by the Ziegler-Biersack-Littmac
potential.24 This approach is chosen to simplify the physi
since we are interested in investigating the link between
terial deformation and stick-slip events, rather than adhes
or adsorption. Fixed boundary conditions are applied to
outer two layers of the substrate in thex andz directions. The
remaining substrate atoms are damped to remove the su
of energy added to the system by the indenter. The Lindh
Scharff inelastic loss model25 is used for the damping of th
atoms so that the temperature of the tip and the subs
does not rise excessively and stabilizes at a low value. T
was found to be a reasonable model in previous invest
tions of nanoindentation.18 Moreover, all our simulations
were started at 0 K.

Simulations were carried out at an indentation depth o
Å and at three different sliding speeds ofVA51.0, 2.5, and
5.0 ms21, whereVA is the sliding speed of the horizonta
supportA. Further simulations were performed at indentati
depths of 5 and 15 Å and the sliding speed ofVA
51.0 ms21 to study the effect of varying the indentatio
depth on the stick-slip events. For the simulations perform

FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the model used to simulate
stick-slip friction mechanism.
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at indentation depth of 5 Å, the spring constants of the ho
zontal and vertical springs, used in the calculations werekx
540.05 Nm21 andky5240.30 Nm21, respectively, whereas
for the simulation at the deeper indent of 15 Å,kx
5120.15 Nm21 andky5352.44 Nm21. The mass of the tip
was taken to be 3.14310223 kg. The values of the vertica
spring constants were chosen to be consistent with value
an SFM device so that the actual scratch depth was betw
1
4 and 3

4 the value of the support displacement. For nano
dentation devices the spring constants are typically lar
than those used in scanning force microscopy. A value
352 Nm21 is towards the higher end of those quoted by
strument manufacturers. A similar reasoning was behind
choice of horizontal spring constant, i.e., the spring neit
extended excessively during the dynamics nor was so
that it behaved as a solid body. If smaller values of the spr
constants are used then the spring deforms further before
force builds up sufficiently for the motion to occur. Howeve
too large a value means that there is insufficient flexibil
for the spring to extend or compress and the tip motion
curs as a forced motion moving with the prescribed veloc
of the support. Some tests were carried out to try to de
mine a reasonable value for a damping constant for
springs. However, the stick-slip phenomenon was found
be very sensitive to the value of the damping constant w
too large a value resulting in a rigid spring with no stick a
smaller values giving results which were qualitatively simi
to those with no damping. As a result no damping was
cluded in this initial study.

At the beginning of the indentation, the indenter vert
was positioned at a height of 5 Å above the substrate surfac
which was outside the cutoff range of the tip-substrate in
action potential. The substrate was then indented to the
quired indentation depth. Although the supportB moves a
distance of 5 and 15 Å, the actual indentation depths of
tip apex were 1.25 and 9.86 Å, due to the compression of
apex and the spring during indentation. In the simulations
indenter of;4100 atoms is employed, but different substra
sizes are used, depending on the sliding speed and inde
tion depth in order to increase the efficiency in use of co
puting resources. The number of substrate atoms and
dimensions of the substrate that are employed in the diffe
simulations are given in Table I.
In performing the simulations, the springs are assumed to
connected to the top$111% plane of tip atoms. These atom
are treated as a point mass that move together and exper
an integrated vertical forceFy from all the free atoms in the
indenter below and also a force from the attached spr
During the indentation phase the fixed atoms are constra
in the horizontal direction. The equation of motion of th
point mass is therefore,

may~ t !5Fy~ t !1ky@yB~ t !2y~ t !#, ~1!

whereay(t) is the vertical acceleration of the indenter atom
at time t, m is the mass of the tip, andy(t) is the vertical
displacement. The termky@yB(t)2y(t)# is the spring force
on the indenter. The displacement of the vertical supporB
shown in Fig. 1 is given byyB(t)5VBt, 0<t<TI and

e
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TABLE I. Table showing the substrate sizes employed in the different MD simulations.

Indentation Sliding speed Total simulation Dimensions of Number o
depth of horizontal time~ns! substrate substrate atom
~Å! support (ms21)

5 1.0 5.0 140 Å320 Å380 Å 17 656
5 2.5 4.0 180 Å320 Å380 Å 21 656
5 5.0 2.0 180 Å320 Å380 Å 21 656
15 1.0 5.0 180 Å345 Å3100 Å 50 520
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yB(t)5ymax5VBTI , TI,t<Trel . HereTI is the indentation
time andTrel the time at which the relaxation process en
In all casesTrel2TI was fixed at 10 ps.

During scratching, the fixed layer of indenter atoms a
displaced in the horizontal directionx by motion of the sup-
port A but are constrained in thez direction. The supportA is
set in motion with a constant speedVA in thex direction for
t.Trel and thus the equations of motion are given as

max~ t !5Fx~ t !1kx@VAt2x~ t !# ~2!

and

may~ t !5Fy~ t !1ky@ymax2y~ t !#, ~3!

where ax(t) is the horizontal acceleration of the indent
atoms,x(t) is the horizontal displacement. The forceFx(t) is
the integrated force arising from the action of the free
denter atoms with the fixed atoms and is thus also the s
as the frictional force arising from the interaction of the
with the substrate. SinceFx andFy are time dependent, th
friction coefficient m5uFx /Fyu will also be a function of
time t. In the presentation of the results that follow, we defi
the dynamic friction coefficient as the time average value
m(t). The static friction coefficient is calculated as the av
age of the largest maxima ofm(t).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results will be presented, by making first a compa
son between the simulations performed at a fixed vert
support translation of 5 Å but at the three different sliding
speeds ofVA51.0, 2.5, and 5.0 ms21; second, by comparing
the results from simulations with the sliding speed ofVA
51.0 ms21 but with different indentation depths of 5 Å and
15 Å. Because the tip is modeled atomistically there is so
distortion of the tip during both the indentation and t
scratching process. For the nominal 5 Å indentation de
the tip compresses by around 9%~2.4 Å in a tip height of
26.5 Å!, which together with the spring compression giv
an actual indentation depth of around 1.25 Å. During ind
tation the tip also undergoes a lateral distortion of 0.6 Å
that the vertex does not lie directly below the center of m
of the top layer as it does at the start of the simulation. T
distortion oscillates during the lateral motion, depending
the stick or slip event reaching a maximum of about 1.4
corresponding to a twist of'3°.

Figures 2~a!–2~c! show the relationship between the ho
zontal spring force and horizontal displacement, for the th
20540
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different sliding speeds of the supportA. The spring force
lies in the approximate range of 0–12 nN, for all the thr
cases. All the graphs have large maxima located at dista
associated with the positions of atomic rows and correspo
ing to stick events. However, not all atomic rows correspo
to such an event showing that slipping over the atomic ro
occurs which depends on the sliding speed. Microslip eve
can be seen at the beginning of the scratching simulations
the cases ofVA52.5 and 5.0 ms21, shown in Figs. 2~b! and
2~c!. For these cases, at the start of the horizontal mot
there is no true stick and the small maxima in these cur
are due to the tip sliding over individual rows of substra
atoms~the Ag lattice constant is 4.09 Å!, instead of plough-
ing through the substrate. There are also shoulders on
right slope of each peak which again correspond to the s
ing of the tip over individual atomic rows.

FIG. 2. Figures showing the plot of the horizontal spring for
against the horizontal displacement of the indenter, for three dif
ent sliding speeds ofVA51.0, 2.5, and 5.0 ms21 at an indentation
depth of 5 Å.
7-3
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The motion occurring after a major stick event was fou
to be associated with plastic deformation of the subst
with the emission of a dislocation in the region below t
indenter. This is illustrated in Figs. 3~a!–3~f!. Here, the at-
oms are represented as circles, shaded according to
modulus of the slip vector.26 The red atoms show the regio
of the lattice that have undergone a perfect dislocation, w
Burgers’ vectorb5 1

2 ^110&. The green circles represent a
oms on a stacking fault. The emission of the dislocatio
occurs over a short time scale. At the end of the stick proc
shown in Fig. 3~b!, a partial dislocation is emitted in th
^101& direction followed by its retraction, Figs. 3~c!–3~e!,
and the emission of a full dislocation in the^101̄& direction.
This then remains during the rest of the simulation. Figu
3~b!–3~f! should also be compared with Fig. 4~a!–4~c!. The
stick event is clearly shown in Fig. 4~a! after 4.0 ns when the
support and tip motion separates. There is even some mo
of the indenter in the reverse horizontal direction until
catching up process occurs. The length of time of the s
event is quite short, of the order of 150 ps. During this tim
Fig. 4~c! shows that there is an upward jump of the tip
about 0.5 Å as the stress in the substrate is relieved and
motion begins again. The horizontal spring force also beg
to increase during the stick event. The emission of dislo
tions in the substrate was not observed for a 5 Å depth when
the tip was constrained to move with a constant velocity.20 In
that case only elastic deformation of the substrate took pl
Here there is plastic deformation when the actual indenta
depth is only 1.25 Å. Figure 4~b! plots the velocity of the tip

FIG. 3. Figures showing the emission of dislocations for
shallow indent of 5 Å and for a sliding speed of 1.0 ms21. The
figures are colored according to the modulus of the slip vector gi
in the key.
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averaged over 25 ps time windows. There are a numbe
minima where the tip velocity is zero and even negati
corresponding to stick events and a clear slip event for
horizontal displacement of between 3 and 4 nm.

n

FIG. 4. Figure showing the plot of the~a! horizontal displace-
ment of the indenter and the horizontal support as a function
elapsed time. The points where the tip and the support are fart
separated also correspond to the maximum horizontal distortio
the tip, e.g., 1.4 Å at 4.5 ps;~b! velocity of the indenter in the
horizontal direction against the horizontal displacement of the
denter, for the case when the simulation was performed at a sli
speed ofVA51.0 ms21 and at an indentation depth of 5 Å. Th
velocity is averaged over a time scale of 25 ps;~c! plots of the
spring force in the horizontal direction and the vertical displa
ment of the fixed atoms of the indenter, against time at a slid
speed of 1.0 ms21 and at an indentation depth of 5 Å. Here the ze
point for the vertical displacement is after the indentation and
laxation phase.
7-4
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Figure 5~a! shows the top view of the substrate surface
the end of the simulation showing the damage done to
surface by the indenter for a sliding speed ofVA
52.5 ms21. Figure 5~b! shows the atoms underneath t
substrate surface that have moved. The scratch shown in
5~a!, is not continuous compared to that seen in Ref.
where the top layer of the tip atoms were constrained
move in a predetermined way without attached springs,
cause of the slip experienced by the indenter. It can
clearly seen that the initial motion occurs with such a s
event which is marked on the figure. This initial slip occu
also at a speed of 5.0 ms21. The jump over the surface co
responds exactly to the microslip events already discusse
the horizontal spring force plots of Fig. 2~b!. A comparison

FIG. 5. Figure showing the top view of substrate at the end
the scratching simulation, at the indentation depth of 5 Å an
sliding speed of 2.5 ms21. ~a! is colored by depth, with light blue
atoms above the surface and red atoms below the surface;~b! is
colored according to the modulus of the slip vector given in the k
20540
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between the surface damage of the substrate for the t
cases where the simulations were performed at sliding sp
of VA51.0, 2.5, and 5.0 ms21 shows that the surface dam
age is qualitatively the same in all three cases except for
initial slip which is more pronounced at the faster spee
During this slip, of the tip over the surface, Fig. 5~b! shows
that no subsurface dislocations form. Dislocations are o
formed in the substrate when stress is released after the
stick event. Figure 5~a! shows also that there are few piled u
atoms on the surface despite the displacement of surfac
oms to form the scratch. These atoms are displaced into
bulk through the dislocation emission process. There i
corresponding but small surface deformation.

The simulations show that the horizontal and vertic
forces on the tip are highly correlated. As a result the gra
of the friction coefficient as a function of horizontal distan
have almost exactly the same shape as the horizontal f
curve given in Fig. 2. Figure 6 shows the variation of t
coefficient of friction with horizontal displacement at a sli
ing speed ofVA51.0 ms21 and a vertical support displace
ment of 5 Å, which should be compared with the correspo
ing curve in Fig. 2~a!. Slip is easily recognized not only from
the velocity curves but also as corresponding to that par
the curve in Fig. 6 where the friction coefficient has a lo
value.

Figure 6 shows that there is a stick event at approxima
2.4 nm where the value ofm rises to the maximum value o
the static coefficient of frictionms . The actual values of

f
a

y.

FIG. 6. Plot of the friction coefficient against the horizont
displacement of the indenter, for the case when the simulation
performed at a sliding speed ofVA51.0 ms21 and at an indentation
depth of 5 Å in the domaint52.0 tot53.2 ns.m increases toms to
build up tension on the horizontal spring during the stick phase.
indenter slips and the kinetic componentmk persists.
rent

t

TABLE II. Results of MD simulations for the three different sliding speeds and at the two diffe
indentation depths.

Sliding speed Normal force Frictional force Dynamic coefficient Static coefficien
(ms21) ~nN! ~nN! of friction of friction

Indentation depth of 5 Å
1.0 28.3 3.8 0.13 0.32
2.5 28.3 2.6 0.09 0.28
5.0 28.0 2.8 0.10 0.29

Indentation depth of 15 Å
1.0 106.1 49.1 0.46 0.54
7-5
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static friction coefficientms given in Table II are an averag
of the largest peaks of the friction coefficient over the len
of the scratch. The average normal and horizontal frictio
forces and hence the dynamic friction coefficients for
three different sliding speeds and the two different inden
tion depths are also calculated and the values are give
Table II. Comparing the values of the static and dynam
friction coefficients at the indentation depth of 5 Å for the
three different sliding speeds we can see thatms takes a
value of around 0.3, whereas the dynamic friction coeffici
takes a value of around 0.1. However, the dynamic frict
coefficient at an indentation depth of 15 Å increases alm
three times compared to the value obtained from the sim
tion performed at 5 Å. The static friction coefficient in
creases slightly less from 0.3 to 0.5. The value of the
namic friction coefficient of 0.46 for the vertical suppo
displacement of 15 Å, corresponding to an actual tip depth
9.86 Å, agrees almost exactly with the value of 0.41 pre
ously calculated for an indenter constrained to move wit
fixed speed at a depth of 10 Å.20

Figure 7~a! shows the surface damage for the simulat
performed at indentation depth of 15 Å and at sliding spe

FIG. 7. Figures showing the top view of substrate at the end
the scratching simulation, at an indentation depth of 15 Å an
sliding speed of 1.0 ms21. ~a! is colored on depth, where the ligh
blue-colored spheres around the edge of the hole represent pile
atoms on the surface and red spheres represent subsurface a
~b! is colored according to the modulus of the slip vector. The s
planes on the substrate surface are marked by the white arrow
~a!. The black arrow in~b! shows the dislocation underneath th
scratch groove, which corresponds to the slip plane in~a!.
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of 1.0 ms21. Here the maximum height of the pileup of si
ver atoms is;7.9 Å compared to the case of the shallo
indent, where just a few adatoms were observed. The pil
can also explain the higher static and dynamic friction co
ficients for the case of the deeper indent, shown in Table
since the piled up material itself also acts as a resistanc
the motion. This link between the pileup and the frictio
coefficient was also observed in Ref. 20. Figure 7~a! also
shows a continuous scratch with no slipping over the surf
at this depth and Fig. 7~b! shows the corresponding subsu
face damage, which is also more evenly distributed than
for the shallower indent. At a particular slip event the i
denter still displaces slightly in the negativey direction but
because the depth is greater,;9.9 Å, it continues to plough
through the substrate instead of sliding over the surface
observed for the case of the shallow indent. Figures 8~a! and
8~b! show the horizontal displacement of the indenter and
supportA for the simulations at a sliding speed of 1.0 ms21

and indentation depths of 5 and 15 Å, respectively. For
15 Å curve in Fig. 8~b!, slip events can be observed whe
the horizontal displacement increases sharply but stick
occurs not by the tip coming to an actual halt as it did at 5
and 4 ns in Fig. 4~a! but by a slow tip speed which is les
than that of the support as seen by the smaller gradient o
indenter curve compared to the support curve.

Figures 9~a! and 9~b! compare the horizontal spring force
for the two scratching depths. The maxima in Fig. 9~a! cor-
responds to the positions of atomic rows of atoms. T
spring force is approximately ten times higher for inden
tion depth of 15 Å, Fig. 9~b!, compared to that at 5 Å, Fig

f
a

up
ms;

in

FIG. 8. Graphs showing the horizontal displacement of the
denter and the horizontal supportA at a sliding speed ofVA

51.0 ms21 and indentation depths of~a! 5 Å and ~b! 15 Å.
7-6
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9~a!, and at the deeper depths there is no correspond
between the horizontal spring force maxima and the p
tions of atomic rows.

IV. CONCLUSION

A model is developed to investigate the atomic-sc
stick-slip phenomenon for a pyramidal diamond tip in co
tact with the~010! surface of fcc silver. The MD simulation
illustrate some important mechanisms that take place du
stick slip in this system. In particular they show that sti
slip is associated with the production of dislocations in
substrate below the indenter. Such dislocations were not
served at an equivalent indentation depth when dragging
tip at a constant speed and fixed depth.20

FIG. 9. Graphs showing the plot of the horizontal spring for
against horizontal displacement of the indenter at a sliding spee
1.0 ms21 and indentation depths of~a! 5 Å and ~b! 15 Å, in the
range oft51.0 to t52.0 ns.
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Varying the support sliding speed does have an effect
the motion of the tip. At faster speeds the initial impulse
the motion is transmitted through the spring causing an
tial slip event which does not occur at the lower spee
Increasing the depth of the indenter gives a continuous
of damage to the substrate, and then stick slip is manife
by periods of motion where the tip moves faster and th
slower than the support~but does not come to a halt! and by
the partly irregular shape of sides and bottom of the scra

The dynamic coefficient of friction, which is an averag
value over the length of the scratch, calculated using
spring model is almost identical to that previously calcula
with the forced motion model, indicating that average fr
tional forces during the stick and slip events, where th
forces are both high and low in turn, are similar to that f
continuous motion. However, the stick-slip model allows t
calculation of the static friction coefficient which was n
possible previously. These static values are about three ti
larger than the dynamic values at a depth of 5 Å but lie
closer to the dynamic values at 15 Å, as might be expec
because of the more uniform motion at the deeper plough
depths.

The success of the spring model in capturing the esse
features of the stick-slip process during shallow surfa
scratching gives us confidence to investigate more comp
systems where the effect of other parameters such as
perature and adhesion between surfaces can be fully
plored.
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